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Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PennsylvaniaABSTRACT The condensation of free DNA into toroidal structures in the presence of multivalent ions and polypeptides is well
known. Recent single molecule experiments have shown that condensation into toroids occurs even when the DNA molecule is
subjected to tensile forces. Here we show that the combined tension and torsion of DNA in the presence of condensing agents
dramatically modifies this picture by introducing supercoiled DNA as a competing structure in addition to toroids. We combine
a fluctuating elastic rod model of DNA with phenomenological models for DNA interaction in the presence of condensing agents
to compute the minimum energy configuration for given tension and end-rotations. We show that for each tension there is a crit-
ical number of end-rotations above which the supercoiled solution is preferred and below which toroids are the preferred state.
Our results closely match recent extension rotation experiments on DNA in the presence of spermine and other condensing
agents. Motivated by this, we construct a phase diagram for the preferred DNA states as a function of tension and applied
end-rotations and identify a region where new experiments or simulations are needed to determine the preferred state.INTRODUCTIONSeveral experimental studies on DNA aggregation and
condensation (1–6) have been carried out under a wide
range of salt concentrations because of its physiological
relevance, especially during the cell cycle (7,8). The coun-
terion-induced condensation of DNA is reproduced without
difficulty in experiments and yet it is still not fully under-
stood although it is a fundamental and crucial process for
our very existence (9). Multivalent ions promote DNA
bending because they neutralize the negative charges on
DNA phosphate, which facilitates enhanced protein-DNA
interaction, and they may play an important role in facili-
tating transcription (7). Protamine-DNA assemblies closely
resemble those of DNA condensed by multivalent ions that
have less charge and are much smaller in size (10). Prot-
amine binds and condenses DNA into compact configura-
tions in the sperm of most vertebrates; it inactivates and
packages centimeters of DNA in the sperm head (size of
a micron approximately) until DNA is reactivated after
fertilization (9).
In this study, to gain a deeper understanding of more
complex forms of DNA packing, we extend the results ob-
tained in Argudo and Purohit (11) to make predictions for
DNA single-molecule experiments in the presence of high
concentration of condensing agents and low concentration
of monovalent salt.
Most DNA condensation experiments at high multivalent
ionic concentrations have been focused on free molecules in
bulk solution (12–15), where toroidal structures have been
observed. In addition to the experiments in bulk, the
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solutions have been measured (6,16). It has been demon-
strated that DNA is incorporated into the collapsed conden-
sate in discrete steps (6,17–19) and it has been seen that
DNA condenses into a single collapsed structure (torus)
(18). More sophisticated single-molecule experiments
have recently been performed by Besteman et al. (5) in
which DNA molecules in high multivalent salt solutions
were subjected to an applied tension and end-rotations.
They suggested a simple model to explain their experi-
mental findings, proposing the idea that the DNA compac-
tion starts with the formation of a loop. But it is still not
clear what would be the final compact DNA structure
(toroids or supercoils) in the presence of high concentrations
of multivalent ions under imposed end-rotations. Through
our model, we can provide an answer to this question by
mapping the different DNA states in a phase diagram con-
structed by computing and comparing the energies of each
state as a function of the external force and number of turns.
We have used a variational approach to solve a con-
strained energy-minimization problem that corresponds to
angular optical-trap (or magnetic-tweezers) experiments
on a DNA molecule attached to a substrate at one end while
subjected to a tensile force and twisted by a specific number
of turns n at the other end in the presence of condensing
agents (see Fig. 1). Our model is valid in the overtwisting
regime only for moderately large values of n (before a struc-
tural transition into P-DNA (20)), where the results of
Moroz and Nelson (21) for the entropic elasticity of a twisted
polymer are also valid and the DNA can be modeled with
constant elastic properties along the entire molecule. In
our one-dimensional continuum description of the DNA
molecule, we account for DNA elasticity, DNA-DNA inter-
actions, fluctuations, and configurational entropy in the tails,doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.05.033
FIGURE 1 Multivalent ions with three or more positive charges can
cause condensation. In a given experiment only one type of ion is typically
used. The DNA molecule is fixed at one end, whereas the other end is sub-
jected to a pulling force F and twisted by n number of turns. (Top) Sketch
representing the formation of supercoiled structure in single-molecule
experiments in the presence of condensing agents. (Bottom) Sketch repre-
senting the formation of a toroid.
Toroids and Plectonemes 119helices, and toroidal loops. For the description of the
toroidal structures, we have added the twist effects to
a well-established model (22,23). And for the description
of the supercoiled structures, we follow the treatment in
Argudo and Purohit (11) including the effects of multivalent
cations in the internal energy.DNA SUPERCOILING
In this section, we study supercoils. We describe the
straight-supercoiled configuration of the DNA, which corre-
sponds to the coexistence of a helical region (plectonemes)
and straight portions of the DNA molecule (tails). The anal-
ysis of the transition from the straight configuration into the
straight-supercoiled configuration is known to be a dynamic
process (24–26) and a simplified analysis based on equilib-
rium energetics (11) will be done in DNA Transitions and
Formation of Supercoils. But first, we briefly describe the
DNA straight configuration before the supercoiling transi-
tion and the straight-supercoiled configuration after the
transition.Straight configuration
As shown in Argudo and Purohit (11), the energy of the
straight state under imposed end-rotations and tension is
given by a Legendre transform of the energy under
controlled torque given by Moroz and Nelson (21),Vs ¼

M2
2Kt
þ Gflu þ
M2
4KbK
 F

L; (1)
where F is the external force applied, M is the external
moment in the straight configuration due to the end-
rotations,
K ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
KbFM2=4
p
kBT
; (2)
and the term Gflu is a correction to the energy due to thermal
fluctuations (21),
Gflu ¼
ðkBTÞ2
Kb
K

1 1
4K
 1
64K2

þ OK3; (3)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature. The bending modulus of the DNA filament is
denoted by Kb and the twisting modulus is denoted by Kt.
The external torqueM in the straight configuration can be
obtained from the imposed number of turns nc–s, which is
equal to the linking number of the DNA molecule (21).
The link corresponds to the classical partition into twist
and writhe (27,28). The contribution of the thermal fluctua-
tions to the total writhe can be accounted for by using the
results of Moroz and Nelson (21):
ncs ¼ M
2p

1
Kt
þ 1
4KbK

Lþ OK3: (4)
Straight-supercoiled configuration
In the straight-supercoiled state, we will model DNA as con-
sisting of three distinct regions: tails, helices, and end-loop.
The helical region is characterized by the helical radius r
and angle q, which are assumed to be uniform. This assump-
tion has been previously used in several theoretical studies
of plectonemes (29–32) giving results agreeing with
experiment.
The molecule contour length spent in the tail is denoted lt,
the end-loop length is denoted lo, and the contour length in
the helices is denoted lp. The sum of the length of all regions
is equal to the total length of the DNA chain L. The equilib-
rium configuration of the rod is fully specified by the center-
line, through the variables r, q and the external moment in
the presence of supercoils M3 s M (11). In what follows
we compute these parameters as functions of the loading
(pulling force F and the number of turns n) by minimizing
the total energy of the system.
The experiments are performed under imposed end-rota-
tions, therefore the energy minimization will be performed
under the constraint that the number of turns n imposedBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128
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cule in the tails, helices, and end-loop (11),
ncp ¼ Lkp þ Lkt þ Lko; (5)
where Lkp is the link in the helical regime,Lkp ¼ M3lp
2pKt
 c sin 2q
4pr
lp; (6)
and where c stands for the chirality of the helix (29). Note
that rotations n inducing a positive external moment M3
generate a left-handed helix c ¼ 1, whereas a right-
handed helix¼ 1 corresponds to negative external moments.
The contribution of the tails to the total link of the straight-
supercoiled configuration is given by Eq. 4 replacing the
total DNA length L with the tail’s length lt ¼ L  lp  lo,
Lkt ¼ M3lt
2p

1
Kt
þ 1
4KbK3

þ OK3; (7)
where K3 is given by Eq. 2 replacingM withM3. The link in
the end-loop can be approximated as done in Argudo and
Purohit (11),
Lkoz
M3lo
2pKt
þ 1; (8)
where loz4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Kb=F
p
(homoclinic loop (33)) and we have
used the approximation that the writhe present in the end-
loop is equal to 1.
An approximation of the potential energy in the straight-
supercoiled configuration can be written by separating the
terms that contribute along L, lp, and lo (11),
Vps ¼

Kb
sin4 q
2r2
þ Fþ Uðr; qÞ  G3 
M23
4KbK3

lp
þ

M23
2Kt
 Fþ G3 þ
M23
4KbK3

L
þ

2F G3 
M23
4KbK3

lo
þ nn Lkp  Lkt  Lko;
(9)
where we have introduced the constraint from Eq. 5 via the
Lagrange multiplier n. The term G3 is the correction to the
energy due to thermal fluctuations (21) and is given by
Eq. 3 with K3 (evaluated with M3 instead of M) replacing
K. The term U(r,q) in the set of energy expressions in Eq.
9 describes the internal energy interactions in the helical
regime and it will depend on the type of ions that dominate
the salt solution. The appropriate interaction model for
multivalent ions will be described in the next sections.
Minimization of the energy (Eq. 9), with respect to the
unknown variables lp, r, q, and M3, yieldsBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128n ¼ 2pM3 þ O

K3

; (10)
Kb sin
4 q vUðr; qÞ sin 2qr3

vr
¼ cM3
2r2
; (11)
2 sin3 q cos q vUðr; qÞ cos 2q
Kb
r2
þ
vq
¼ cM3
r
; (12)
sin4 q M3 sin 2q
Kb
2r2
þ Uðr; qÞ þ F G3 ¼ c 2r : (13)
The system of equations above gives the solution to the vari-
ables r, q, andM3 that describe the energy per unit length in
the straight-supercoiled configuration as a function of the
applied force F.Interaction energy in high multivalent salt
When multivalent ions dominate the solution, the electro-
static potential is known to be repulsive-attractive (2).
We assume that the electrostatic interaction between the
helices is approximately equal to the interaction between
DNA strands in a hexagonal array. The validity of our
assumption will have to be borne out of the comparison
with experimental data. It was certainly adequate for
studying forces during DNA packing in viruses (34,35).
Therefore, we prescribe the electrostatic contribution
Ues (r,q) z Ues (r), where Ues(r) is obtained by relating
the osmotic pressure to the total energy of a hexagonal
array of parallel DNA filaments (2,36). In the repulsive-
attractive regime, Todd et al. (36) propose a phenomeno-
logical model for the total pressure between the two DNA
strands,
P ¼ CA exp

D
l

þ CR exp

2D
l

; (14)
where D ¼ 2r is equal to the spacing between the strands,
and l z 4.8 5 0.5 A˚ is the characteristic decay length.
The parameters CA and CR describe the attractive and repul-
sive interactions, respectively. As stated in Todd et al. (36),
at the equilibrium spacing D ¼ Deq the attractive and repul-
sive forces are equal such that P ¼ 0, and consequently
CR ¼ CA exp(Deq/l). The electrostatic potential per unit
length is given by Todd et al. (36) as
UesðrÞ ¼ 
Z2r
N
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
PDdD
¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
l
e4r=l

CR
4
ð4r þ lÞ  CAð2r þ lÞe2r=l

:
(15)
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has been measured experimentally and is Deq z 2.8 nm
(36). The factor of
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
enters because each DNA strand is
surrounded by six others in a hexagonal array.
The total internal energy is the result of adding the effects
of the electrostatic potential Ues and the cost of configura-
tional entropy Uconf-helix. The free energy of entropic
confinement per unit-length of the strand in the plectonemic
supercoil is given by (37,38)
Uconfhelix ¼ kBT
A1=3
"
cp
ðppÞ2=3
þ cr
r2=3
#
; (16)
where A ¼ Kb/(kBT) is the persistence length of the DNA
chain. The terms cr and cp are, in general, unknown
constants fitted to experiment (38). In our calculations, we
will use the terms cr ¼ cp ¼ 28/3, which are empirically
optimized constants as given by van der Maarel (38).
The term 2pp is the pitch of the helix and is given by
p ¼ r cotq. In the expression given for Uconf-helix, we assume
that the undulations in the radial direction of the helix are
not restrained by electrostatics but only by the structure
of the plectoneme. When using cr ¼ cp ¼ 28/3, the free
energy of entropic confinement per unit-length is small
compared to the mechanical and electrostatic energetic
contributions. So, small errors in the values of cr and cp
can be subsumed into the value of CA, which we treat as
a fitting parameter.Solution for the superhelix parameters
UsingU(r,q)¼UesþUconf–helixwithCA andDeq values found
in the hexagonal array experiments of Todd et al. (36), it is
interesting to find that the system of equations found in
Eqs. 11–13 has a nontrivial solution only for forces larger
than a threshold force FT. Table 1 summarizes the qualitative
effects of the bending modulus Kb and the electrostatic
parameters (CA, Deq) on the supercoiling variables and the
slope of the hat curves, as a function of the applied force F.
In Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material we present a more
detailed analysis of the effects of the parameters Kb, CA,
and Deq on the supercoiling variables. As a general trend,
the helical radius r is approximately constant and close to
Deq/2. As F/ FT, the slope increases sharply, 2r/ Deq,
and the values of M3 and q decrease, which means that the
helices are getting less tight (see Fig. S1). The solution toTABLE 1 Kb, CA, and Deq effects
Parameter FT M3 q r dDz/dn
CA [ [ Y Y [ [
Kb [ Y [ Y — [
Deq [ Y [ [ [ Y
A variable’s increase and decrease are denoted by [ and Y, respectively.
Long-dash means no significant effect.the system of equations found in Eqs. 11–13 shows that
the equilibrium values of q and M3 approach a positive
nonzero value as F/ FT because of the direct dependence
of the internal energy U on (cotq)2/3.
In the next section, we will analyze the DNA phase-tran-
sition into supercoiled structures.DNA transitions and formation of supercoils
When multivalent ions dominate the solution, the results
from the transition have some similar features to the ones
found for monovalent ions including the possibility of a tran-
sition straight / straight-supercoil and the transition
straight-supercoil/ pure plectoneme (for sufficiently large
number of turns). But the dominance of multivalent ions
leads to new features of the transition such as the possibility
of collapse from a completely straight DNA configuration
into condensed structures such as toroids, due to the attrac-
tive-repulsive nature of the DNA-DNA interactions (see
DNA Condensation: Coil-Globule Transition). Next, we
outline the method to calculate the transition between the
straight and supercoiled configurations that is described in
detail in Argudo and Purohit (11).
Transition from straight to straight-supercoil coexistence
The transition from the straight to the straight-supercoil
coexistence is characterized by a critical force Fcritical as
a function of the number of turns or equivalently a critical
number of turns ncritical as a function of the applied force
F. As noted in the literature (11,25,26), at the transition
point there is a jump in the torque dM ¼ Mcritical – M3
together with a jump in the vertical extension dz. The
jump in the extension corresponds to the appearance of
the end-loop and a sudden formation of a supercoil with
lcriticalp > ¼ 0, where lcriticalp is the length of the helical region
right after the transition. To find (ncritical, Fcritical, dM, dz,
and lcriticalp ), we follow the method described in Argudo
and Purohit (11). We compute the transition variables by
recognizing 1), that at the transition the free energy of
both configurations is equal, and 2), that the linking number
n ¼ Lk is a topological invariant that must be continuous at
the transition. Comparing the energies in Eqs. 9 and Eq. 1,
together with nc–s¼ nc–p, readily yields lcriticalp ,M¼Mcritical,
ncritical, and the other transition variables.
Using proper parameters in the interaction energy U(r, q)
as calculated in Todd et al. (36), we found that as F
decreases, the length of the supercoil that appears just after
the transition lcriticalp increases, and the torque just before the
transitionM¼Mcritical decreases. Furthermore, for the force
FT, the solution to the minimization of the energy Vps
yields M3, q, r > 0, and l
critical
p < L – lo. Because M3, r,
and q have nonzero values, by the use of Eqs. 5–8, it is clear
that the number of turns at which the DNA molecule transi-
tions into supercoiling is larger than zero. The number of
turns ncritical (FT) is, in fact, equal to the minimum numberBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128
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with straight DNA. We point out that the numerical calcula-
tion of FT based on comparing the energy of two states
neglects the presence of thermal kicks that can lower or raise
the energy barrier for the transition between states. In
general, for a given force F R FT, the transition would
take place over a range of values of n. Consequently, the
computed values of FT and ncritical at the transition are esti-
mates. Furthermore, we know that the transition is a dynamic
process that needs further study, including adequate kinetic
analysis.
Transition to the fully supercoiled state: pure plectoneme
So far, in our description of the problem, we have neglected
the geometric constraint lp % L – lo. As more turns are
added, beyond ncritical, the straight lt portion decreases and
lp increases. As a consequence of the above constraint,
holding F constant, as n increases it reaches ncritical for
which supercoils and tails coexist. As n is further increased,
it reaches a value n¼ npp> ncritical, where lp¼ L – lo and the
DNA has been entirely converted into a pure plectoneme.
The number of turns as a function of F at which the transi-
tion into the pure plectoneme takes place is given by
nppðFÞ ¼ ncriticalðFÞ þ
L lcriticalp ðFÞ  loðFÞ
dlpðFÞ=dn ; (17)
where dlp/dn is the change in the length of the helices as
a function of the number of imposed turns (11):
dlp
dn
¼

sin 2q
4pr
 M3
8pKbK
1
: (18)
So far, we have theoretical estimates of ncritical (F) and npp
(F) in n versus F space describing DNA transitions in single
molecule experiments. This would prove to be useful, as
shown in the subsection Phase Diagram: DNA Configura-
tions, to understand the description of the complete phase
diagram of DNA configurations when we include the possi-
bility of formation of not only supercoils, but also toroidal
structures. So, next we consider the possibility of DNA
condensation into toroidal structures under imposed tension
and end-rotations.DNA GLOBULAR STATE
Experimental studies of DNA condensation (induced by
multivalent ions) in the bulk have shown that DNA
condenses into toroidal structures (12–15). Consequently,
the globular state is modeled as a torus. We will denote by
a the radius of the tube and R the distance from the center
of the tube to the center of the torus (see Fig. 1). The free
energy in the globular state in the absence of twist can be
found in Grosberg and Zhestkov (22,23). Here we includeBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128the possibility of applying moments to the DNA chain.
The free energy of the globule is approximately given by
Vg ¼ Lg
 
Gg þ eKb
R2
þ M
2
g
2Kt
!
þ EsRa
d2
; (19)
where Lg is the DNA length in the condensed-globular state.
The first term in parentheses Gg < 0 is the energy of inter-
segment interaction per unit length, and is negative, due to
the attractive nature of the interactions from the multivalent
ions in condensed DNA (16,23,36). As stated in Todd et al.
(36), there are ‘‘nominal configurational’’ differences
between globular DNA condensates and parallel DNA
strands under osmotic stress, but in both cases the intermo-
lecular interactions between DNA filaments are the predom-
inant effect. Minimization of the surface and bending energy
in the toroidal condensates would theoretically lead to the
same local structure as parallel arrays (36). Therefore
Gg ¼ U(Deq) is the interaction energy given by Eq. 15 at
the equilibrium distance (36). In the Supporting Material,
we describe a different model suggested by Battle et al.
(39) to account for the torus internal energy interactions
that leads to similar results.
The second term in Eq. 19 is the bending energy and the
entropic cost of confinement. An estimate of the confine-
ment free energy per unit length of the toroid can be
computed from the configurational cost of a long persistent
chain confined into a sphere. It is approximately the bending
energy of the toroid, ~2KBR
2 (40). If the configurational
entropy is neglected, then e ¼ 1/2 from the bending contri-
bution. The third term in Eq. 19 is the twisting energy per
unit-length, where Mg is the induced moment in globular
state due to end-rotations. The parameter Es in Eq. 19 repre-
sents the surface tension energy of a toroid of volume f
Ra2. The effective diameter of the DNA chain in the toroidal
state is d ¼ Deq and its value is regulated by the internal
interactions of the loops making up the toroid. The free
energy Vg has to be minimized subject to two constraints.
The first constraint is given by the requirement that the
volume of the globule (torus) in the condensed state has to
be approximately equal to the volume of DNA chain (22)
Lgd
2zcRa2; (20)
where we have introduced the constant c˛[1,8p] to account
for the prefactors in the volume of a distorted torus. Further
discussion about the constant c can be found in the Support-
ing Material. The chain forms ~Ng z Lg/(2pR) ¼ (ca2)/
(2pd2) loops (41), also known as the ‘‘torus winding
number’’ (39). The second constraint says that the number
of turns n imposed on the DNA chain has to be equal to
the linking number Lkg (a topological invariant) of the
globule
Lkg ¼ Mg
2pKt
Lg þWr; (21)
Toroids and Plectonemes 123where the first term is the twist of the chain Tw and Wr
is writhe. The total writhe present in the globule is Wr ¼
WrþWr, where theWrþ expressions are the positive turns
and Wr are the negative turns under a given sign conven-
tion. However, note that the number of loops in the globule
is equal to Ng ¼ Wrþ þ Wr, such that Wr ¼ Ng – 2Wr
and Wr is an unknown. Next, we introduce the constraints
from Eqs. 20 and 21 via the Lagrange multipliers m and l:
bVg ¼ Vg þ mLg  cR a2
d2

þ l

Lkg MgLg
2pKt
 ca
2
2pd2
þ 2Wr

:
(22)
Then energy bVg has to be minimized with respect to the
unknown variables Mg, a, R, and Wr
. Performing
vbVg=vMg yields l ¼ 2pMg. The second partial derivative
vbVg=va ¼ 0 gives
mc
aA
kBTd
¼ g
2
Mg caA
kBTRd
; (23)
where g ¼ AEs/(kBTd). The third partial derivative
vbVg=vR ¼ 0 yields
2eLg
R3
¼ a
A2d

g mc aA
kBTd

; (24)
and combining Eqs. 23 and 24, we obtain a relationship
between R and a as a function of Mg:
2eLg
R3
¼ a
A2d

g
2
þMg cAa
kBTRd

: (25)
Performing vbVg=vWr ¼ 0 results in the condition
Mg¼ 0, such that Lkg¼Wr¼Ng – 2Wr and there is no twist
present in the globule. SettingMg¼ 0 in Eq. 25 and using the
constraint Eq. 20 we recover the solution for the size of the
DNA condensate in the absence of twist (22,23),
Roz
A
ca2=5

Lg
A
1=5
;
aozda1=5

Lg
A
2=5
;
(26)
where a ¼ g/(4ec3) is a constant. The globule’s winding
number is given by
Nogz
ca2
2pd2
¼ a2=5 c
2p

Lg
A
4=5
; (27)
and Wr ¼ (Nog – n)/2. From the energy-minimization
procedure, the obtained values of Ro and ao yield a surface
tension energy that is four times the bending energy of the
system. In the case where Mg ¼ 0, because the relationsgiven in Eq. 26 are independent of the number of turns n
and force F, the equilibrium energy of the globular system
given by Eq. 19 is a constant independent of the controlled
variables F and n.
The results in Eqs. 26 and 27 given by the condition
Mg ¼ 0 are independent of the number of turns n and reflect
that the DNA chain can accommodate all the external
applied link into the loops forming the torus. It should be
noted that Wr > 0 is an independent variable as long as
the number of applied turns n is smaller than the number
of loops Nog that the globule can accommodate. When n is
larger than Nog given by Eq. 27, the extra link that the torus
cannot accommodate as loops has to be stored as twist. If
n > Nog , thenWr
 ¼ 0,Mgs 0 and the solution to the mini-
mization of bVg is given by Eq. 25 together with the
constraints Eq. 20 and Eq. 21.
Note that the system will adopt the same solution with
Mg s 0 in Eq. 25 for all values of n, if, due to kinetic or
other constraints, the globule is forced to store single signed
loops (e.g., Wr ¼ 0). As expected for Mgs 0, the energy
of the toroidal system is no longer independent of the
number of turns n. Therefore we see that if n % Nog , then
the theoretical scenario with Mg ¼ 0 is the limiting case
where the system is always able to reach thermodynamic
equilibrium. However, if n R Nog , then the solution with
Mg s 0 in Eq. 25 is similar to taking into account some
constraints that might force single signed loops in the toroid.
Finally, we point out that the results obtained following the
methods described in this section arevalid as longas the results
yield R > a, for which the DNA has a toroidal structure (22).DNA condensation: coil-globule transition
Mamasakhlisov et al. (23) recently developed a statistical
mechanical model, based on a mean field approach and
the Zimm-Bragg model, for the condensation of an insol-
uble flexible polymer under tension and no twist. According
to their theory, for an infinite length chain the transition is
first order, whereas for finite length polymer the transition
is sharp and progresses over a small interval of tension.
To consider the straight-to-globule transition under
tension and imposed end-rotations we simplify the treat-
ment given by Mamasakhlisov et al. (23) and use a similar
idea to the transition model used in Baumann et al. (16).
We assume the transition to be sharp (small cooperativity
value) such as in the case of the homogeneous persistent
chain (23). This assumption is based on recent DNA single
molecule experiments in multivalent salts done by van den
Broek et al. (18), where a single nucleation cite for the
toroid was observed, which leads to the idea that the surface
energy term in the free energy of a toroidal condensate is
indeed large. We can now compare the energy of the straight
configuration (right before the transition) with the energy of
the condensed-toroid (right after the transition). The energy
of the condensed-torus is described in DNA Globular StateBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128
124 Argudo and Purohitand is given by Eq. 19 where Lg ¼ L, such that the entire
DNA has collapsed and is in the toroidal state. We can esti-
mate the value of the force Fc–o (as a function of the number
of turns n) for which the transition (straight / toroid)
occurs as done previously by noting that: 1), at the transition
the energy of the straight configuration and condensed-glob-
ular configuration are equal, and 2), the linking number
Lkg ¼ nc–s ¼ nsg is a topological invariant that must be
continuous at the transition. First we consider the case
where n % Wrog together with Mg ¼ 0. Comparison of the
energies given by Eqs. 1 and 19 together with the require-
ment of no twist in the globular region yields the relation-
ship between the transition force Fc–o and the number of
turns nsg at the transition,
Fco ¼ M
2
2Kt
þ Gflu þ
M2
4KbK
 Gg  5eKb

c5a2
A4Lg
2=5
; (28)
where ao and Ro have been replaced with the solution given
in Eq. 26. The value of the momentM in the straight config-
uration is prescribed as a function of the number of turns at
the transition nsg given by Eq. 4.
In the case where nR Wrog or in the case when the torus
can only store one signed turns, comparison of the energies
between the two states yields the critical force as a function
of the number of turns ntwistsg ,
Ftwistco ¼
M2 M2g
2Kt
þ Gflu þ
M2
4KbK
 Gg  eKb
R2
 EsRa
Ld2
;
(29)
whereMg, a, and R are given by solving the system of equa-
tions presented in Eqs. 20, 21, and 25 andM is given by Eq.
4 as a function of the number of turns at the transition in the
presence of twist ntwistsg .
We close this section by pointing out that although the
step size in single-molecule experiments may be dictated
by a kinetic process, we are interested in the final loop sizes
governed by the thermodynamic parameters. We assume
that, for sufficiently long waiting times, DNA will reach
thermodynamic equilibrium. Our assumption is supported
by the experimental studies (12–14) in the bulk under the
introduction of static loops and the computer simulations
in Ca´rdenas-Lizana and Hsiao (42). For a brief discussion
of the final size of the toroid, we refer the reader to the Sup-
porting Material.FIGURE 2 Curve of ncritical shows the transition from straight configura-
tion to supercoiled þ straight coexistence. The curve nmin shows the
minimum number of turns at which supercoiled þ straight can coexist.
The curve ntwistsg (nsg for toroids with no twist) shows the transition from
straight to toroidal configurations. Spermine is the condensing agent, and
we have used CA ¼ 690 pN/nm2, Kb ¼ 50 kBT, and a ¼ 0.013 (b ¼ 2.6
and Gd2/(kBT)z 0.6).RESULTS
Comparison with experiment
The experiments by Besteman et al. (5,43) were performed
for a DNA sample of length L z 2720 nm and for three
different condensing agents: spermine, cosep, and prot-
amine. To see if we can fit their data we started by solvingBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128the transition from straight DNA to supercoiled-straight
configuration. For the twisting modulus, we have used
Kt ~ 86 kBT as done by Besteman et al. (5), whereas for
the bending modulus we have used Kb ~ 50 kBT for spermine
(as done in Besteman et al. (5) and van den Broek et al.
(18)), and Kb ~ 25 kBT both for cosep and protamine. There
is evidence that there is a substantial decrease in the bending
modulus in the presence of condensing agents, where
cations with higher charge density have a stronger effect
(44). The bending moduli have been measured to decrease
up to Kb ~ 15 kBT for strong condensing agents such as co-
hex (16). For the intersegment equilibrium distance d¼Deq,
we have used Deq ¼ 2.815 nm for spermine as measured by
Todd et al. (36), Deq¼ 2.7 nm for protamine as done in Bes-
teman (43) and approximated Deq ¼ 2.7 nm for cosep based
on the measured value for other condensing agents (36).
The phenomenological parameters CA and CR used for the
condensing agents were obtained as estimates from the
measurements performed for different condensing ions in
Todd et al. (36). Finally, for the decay length l we have
used for spermine and cosep l ¼ 0.46 nm as done in Todd
et al. (36) and for protamine we have used l z 0.485 nm,
which is consistent with the values used by DeRouchey
and Rau (10). The blue solid line in Figs. 2 and 3 shows
the transition from straight/ straight-supercoiled as a func-
tion of the controlled variables F and n. Our theoretical
predictions accurately match experiment for moderately
large numbers of turns. The black dashed line shows the
minimum number of turns nmin for which supercoiled struc-
tures coexist with straight DNA portions (plectonemes with
tails). For n < nmin there is no solution to the transition
problem straight / straight-supercoiled. Interestingly, the
theoretical value of nmin appears to agree with a discontin-
uous jump in the data of Besteman et al. for the condensing
FIGURE 3 Same predictions as in Fig. 2, but using cosep as the
condensing agent. We have used CA ¼ 1150 pN/nm2, Kb ¼ 25 kBT, and
a ¼ 0.013 (bz 7.5 and Gd2/(kBT)z 1.1). (Black crosses, green squares,
and red circles) Experimental data in Besteman et al. (5) for different mole-
cules under same experimental conditions. (Inset) Comparison to the exper-
imental data using protamine as the condensing agent (43). For protamine
we have used b¼ 1 and the same values of CA, Deq, and Kb as the ones used
for cosep, because both condensing agents have a high charge density.
Using Kb as low as 15 kBT still gives very good agreement with experiment
for both protamine and cosep.
Toroids and Plectonemes 125agents, where there seems to be a region of experimental
points that is approximately independent of n (zero slope)
and region where the points increase as a function of n.
Next, we consider the possibility that DNAmolecules can
collapse into toroidal structures for both spermine and co-
sep. We use the same electrostatic parameters (CA, CR,
Deq) and bending modulus Kb that we used for the
straight-to-supercoil transition. We neglect here the confine-
ment cost in toroidal structures and set e ¼ 1/2 (the effect of
e and other parameters on the calculations is described in the
Supporting Material).
The only parameter left is the surface tension term
a(Esf a) in the free energy of the torus. The surface energy
contribution for DNA condensates has not been completely
worked out in the literature and we could not find specific
values for any condensing agent. In one of their articles,
Ubbink and Odjik (45) suggest that the surface tension
energy Esurface z AkBT V
1/3 d2 becomes important when
the dimensionless parameter b ~ O(1), where V ¼ pL(d/2)2
is the volume of the torus. Using our notation,
b ¼ 4eðcdÞ2 V1:3 a4L3A81=5:
In another article, Ubbink and Odjik (46) suggest that for
Esurface z GS, where G is the surface tension parameter
and S ¼ (2p)2 Ra is the surface area of the torus, Gd2/
(kBT) ~ O(1). In our notation,
GS
ðkBTÞz4ec
2

a4L3A3
1=5
:
In their work on condensation, Park et al. (41) used esti-
mates of the cohesive energy where Esurface ¼ GS andGd2/(kBT) z 0.06 ~ O(1/100). The values used by Park
et al. and those suggested by Ubbink and Odjik differ greatly
in magnitude. Finally, in Cherstvy (40), the surface tension
parameter is suggested to be jEoj ˛[0.1–0.5] nm1, where
our parameter is a f jEoj Ac5/2. Due to the wide range
of suggested values for the surface tension parameter we
take a as a fit to the point n¼ 0 in the experiments of Beste-
man et al. (5). To validate the fitted value of a we compare it
to the previously suggested values of the surface tension in
the literature (40,41,45,46), using them as upper and lower
bounds. For both condensing agents in Figs. 2 and 3 the
fitted value is a ¼ 0.013. This means b z 2.6 and Gd2/
(kBT) z 0.6 for spermine, whereas b z 7.5 and Gd
2/
(kBT) z 1.1 for cosep, because d ¼ Deq and A depend on
the condensing agent. In both cases, the surface tension
parameter is of the order suggested by Ubbink and Odjik
(45,46).
The red solid line in Figs. 2 and 3 shows the transition
from straight / toroids (with no twist) as a function of
the controlled variables F and n. The red dashed line shows
the transition for toroids with twist. Our theoretical predic-
tions show good quantitative agreement with experiment for
0< n< nmin. The solution to the problem in thermodynamic
equilibrium shows that the supercoiled-straight configura-
tions are energetically more favorable than the toroidal
condensates for n R nmin and F > 0.
The solution to the problem in thermodynamic equilib-
rium where supercoiled structures compete with toroidal
condensates is given by a comparison of the energies
Eq. 9 and Eq. 19. In the Supporting Material, we address
how this competition of DNA configurations plays out as
a function of persistence length A, the toroid configurational
entropy parameter e, and the toroid surface tension param-
eter a.
In the next section, we complete a phase diagram based
on the DNA configurations we studied.Phase diagram: DNA configurations
Fig. 4 a shows a schematic of a phase diagram as a function
of the controlled variables (F, n). We have used the theoret-
ical solution for the description of the experiments in Beste-
man et al. (5) in spermine (see Comparison with
Experiment). For the labeling of each region, see the caption
of Fig. 4. The light-blue region labeled U is an unknown
region in the phase diagram. The minimization of energy
over the studied configurations does not yield a favorable
state in the unknown region. In this region, F % FT such
that there are no supercoiled-straight configurations and
the number of turns n is not sufficiently large to consider
a pure plectonemic state where the energy is approximately
independent of F. The unknown region is below the yellow
region (which corresponds to a collapsed DNA structure),
yet based on our theoretical analysis of constrained minimi-
zation, in parts of the unknown region the straightBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128
FIGURE 4 Phase diagrams constructed using the theoretical solution for
the description of Besteman et al. (5) experiments in spermine. (a) We used
a ¼ 0.013 as in Fig. 2 and (b) a ¼ 0.0003. The straight configuration is the
most favorable one in the white region and it is marked with S. The straight-
supercoiled configuration is marked with S þ P (yellow), whereas the
entirely supercoiled structure (pure plectonemes) is marked with PP
(green). T stands for the region where we expect to see toroidal structures.
(Red) Region where we expect to see toroids, with or without twist, and
(purple) region where we expect to only see toroids without twist. (Light-
blue region labeled U in panel a) Unknown region where there is no clear
favorable configuration.
126 Argudo and Purohitconfigurations are preferred to toroidal structures. This
would mean that as F is decreased, the DNA can collapse
into supercoiled structures and as F is further reduced,
then it will go back to a straight configuration. This seems
counterintuitive, so we identified this region as unknown.
We suspect that in the unknown region, toroids and plecto-
nemes compete and that the configurations in this region are
more complex forms of DNA compaction, which can be
clarified by further experiments or simulations.
The solution for straight/ straight-supercoiled configu-
rations for F ~ FT yields helices with large pitch 2pr cotq
(q/ 0), meaning that the DNA is approaching the config-
uration of two parallel rods. The value of the supercoiling
angle q is nearly constant for F > FT, but as F / FT the
value of the supercoiling angle q decreases sharply as de-
picted in Fig. S1. As the pitch increases the two DNA fila-
ments see each other less and it is expected that the
magnitude of the internal interactions will decrease. This
is the case for DNA in monovalent salt solutions as evi-
denced by the energy expressions provided by Ubbink and
Odjik (37). Therefore even though for F > FT the phenom-
enological model Ues(r) given in Eq. 15 for the helical
region provides good estimates when compared to experi-
ment, this approximation should become less accurate for
F close to FT. For F ~ FT, the internal energy becomes
less negative, and we expect the actual value of the transi-
tion force F to decrease when compared to the theoretical
case used to construct the phase diagram in Fig. 4 a.
Considering this effect would modify the S / S þ P
transition curve close to the region F ~ FT and n ~ nmin in
Fig. 4 a. Consequently, we expect our theoretical solution
for the transition close to FT to provide some qualitative
insight to the transition problem rather than an accurate
prediction. In Schnurr et al. (47) and Montesi et al. (48),
the authors provided a thorough analysis of a collapse of
single, stiff polymers in poor solvent in the absence of twist
and tension. It was suggested that the condensation proceedsBiophysical Journal 103(1) 118–128via a cascade through metastable intermediates (i.e.,
racquets) toward the equilibrium configuration that is the
torus. We speculate that the high-pitch solutions (that
approach two parallel filaments) resemble the racquets
studied in Schnurr et al. (47) and Montesi et al. (48).
In Fig. 4 b we show a scenario where we have decreased
the surface tension parameter a¼ 0.0003 (~40 times smaller
than the one used to fit the experiments of Besteman et al.).
The solution yields toroids of mean radius R ~ 120 nm. We
can see that there is a region in (F, n) space, where DNA
makes a transition straight-supercoiled / toroid and that
there is no unknown region. The unknown region tends to
disappear for a < ~ 0.001 (Gd2 ~ 0.1 kBT), which is of
the order of the value used by Park et al. (41) and an
order-of-magnitude lower than the ones used to fit the data
of Besteman et al. (5) in Fig. 4 a.CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the mechanics of DNA in the presence of
condensing agents. The result of our analysis is a phase
diagram showing the most favorable DNA configuration
as a function of the controlled variables—force F and
number of turns n. Because the possible physical mecha-
nisms of counterion-induced DNA condensation are still
debated in the literature (9,36), our theoretical-mechanical
model can be used as a framework to test DNA-DNA inter-
action theories. Our model allows to easily see the effects of
parameters such as Kb and Deq (which are specific to the
condensing agent and its concentration (36,44)) on the final
equilibrium structure. We have constrained our analysis to
the observed DNA configurations—straight, supercoiled,
and toroidal. Here we give a short summary of all the results
we have obtained.
A key result of our analysis is that there are no super-
coiled solutions to the equations of equilibrium below a crit-
ical force FT in the presence of condensing agents (see
Fig. S1). For moderately large values of n and F (not too
close to FT) the supercoiled structures are the most favorable
state, but as the number of turns increases (or tensile force
decreases for moderately large n) there is a transition into
pure plectoneme. For low values of n, toroidal structures
are favored when F < FT. Our theoretical estimates of the
transition force and number of turns n describe the experi-
ments of Besteman et al. very accurately away from the
point F ~ FTand n ~ nmin. The predicted DNA configurations
from our phase diagram can be tested experimentally using
fluorescence imaging methods to visualize the formation of
the collapsed structure as done in (18).
Also, if there is formation of supercoiled structures, this
process should be reversible and therefore there would be
no hysteresis in the loading and unloading curves as long
as the supercoils persist. This is the case in the formation
of plectonemic structures in monovalent salt (24,26,49),
when there are no structural changes in the DNA molecule
Toroids and Plectonemes 127(20,50,51). Furthermore, as noted in Fig. S1, our model
predicts that for moderately large F the slopes of the hat
curves (extension versus rotation) are relatively constant
as a function of n, whereas the value of the slope sharply
increases as F decreases approaching FT. The same methods
used to measure the torque and slope in single-molecule
experiments using monovalent salts can be used in the pres-
ence of condensing agents and therefore test our theoretical
predictions.
Our treatment of the toroidal structures assumes a large
continuum limit where R > a >> Deq with no geometrical
defects. The final toroidal state depends on the value of the
surface tension parameter a whose value remains unre-
solved. In Fig. 2, the red solid line showing the transition
from straight/ toroids, matches quantitatively the experi-
mental data. But the match between theory and experiment
is not so obvious in Fig. 3, where experiment shows a large
range of force values for n ¼ 0 and n ¼ nmin at the transition
from straight/ toroids. Changing the value of a (while still
inside the range used previously in the literature (41,45,46)),
modifies the phase diagram (see Fig. 4) for low values of F
and n. Using different values of a can reproduce the entire
range of values of the experiments in Besteman et al. in
Fig. 3.
Possible improvements to our theoretical framework
include modeling thicker toroids when R ~ a (52), deformed
toroids (45), and toroidal structures with topological defects
(41). Also note we have performed only a constrained mini-
mization of the free energy over a class of equilibrium struc-
tures, which leads to a region in the phase diagram where the
preferred configuration is unknown. More sophisticated
calculations and experiments will be needed to determine
the correct equilibrium shape of the DNA in that region.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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